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Global properties of spherical nuclei obtained from Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations
with the Gogny force
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Self-consistent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov~HFB! calculations have been performed with the Gogny force for
nuclei along several constantZ and constantN chains, with the purpose of extracting the macroscopic part of
the binding energy using the Strutinsky prescription. The macroscopic energy obtained in this way is compared
to current liquid-drop formulas. The evolution of the single-particle levels derived from the HFB calculations
along the constantZ and constantN chains and the variations of the different kinds of nuclear radii are also
analyzed. Those radii are shown to follow isospin-dependent three parameter laws close to the phenomeno-
logical formulas which reproduce experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Microscopic calculations using the effective nucleo
nucleon interaction proposed by Gogny have been show
reproduce in a very satisfactory way a variety of nucle
properties over a wide range of proton and neutron numb
@1#. For instance, binding energies, separation energie
one or two nucleons, and charge and neutron mean sq
radii usually agree quite well with known experimental da
In view of this, it seems appropriate to use theoretical res
obtained in such a framework to derive systematics
nuclear properties that could be useful for making pred
tions concerning nuclear species or aspects of nuclear s
ture not yet known, such as neutron distribution radii
binding energies of superheavy nuclei.

In the present work, simple formulas are used in orde
represent the binding energies and the charge, proton,
neutron root-mean-square~rms! radii obtained in Hartree-
Fock-Bogoliubov~HFB! calculations with the Gogny force
and they are compared with existing phenomenological
mulas. Our aim is to determine simple but realistic enou
parametrizations that would avoid performing tim
consuming microscopic calculations when only rough e
mates of the binding energies or radii are needed. Some
liminary results have already been published in Refs.@3,4#,
for a smaller number of nuclei however.

Section II presents a short overview of the theoreti
models used in this work. Section III explains how the ba
parameters employed in the self-consistent calculations h
been determined. In Sec. IV, the results concerning
single-particle level schemes of representative isotonic
isotopic chains are analyzed. Section V gives the met
used to subtract the neutron and proton shell and pai
corrections from the HFB energy. The ‘‘macroscopic Gog
energy’’ obtained in this way is then parametrized by me
of a liquid-drop-like formula@5#. In Sec. VI, systematics o
the mass, charge, proton, and neutron radii and of the ra
of proton to neutron radii are presented. Simple isospin-
mass number-dependent parametrizations of these quan
0556-2813/2002/65~2!/024309~12!/$20.00 65 0243
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are determined, which appear in excellent agreement w
those derived using the relativistic mean-field method@6#.
The formula obtained for the deformation-independent ra
of proton to neutron rms radii is especially useful, since
should be valid for all even-even nuclei, either spherical
deformed. Conclusions and perspectives for further work
gathered at the end of the paper.

II. THEORY

The Gogny density-dependent effective nucleon-nucle
force is of the following form@1#:

V125(
i 51

2

~Wi1Bi P̂s2Hi P̂t2Mi P̂sP̂t!e
2(rW12rW2)2/m i

2

1 iWLS~¹12¹2
Q !3d~rW12rW2!~¹12¹W

2!•~sW 11sW 2!

1t0~11x0P̂s!d~rW12rW2!FrS rW11rW2

2
D Gg

1VCoul,

~1!

which represents a central finite-range interaction, a ze
range spin-orbit term, and a zero-range density-depen
interaction, respectively, to which one has to add the C
lomb interaction in the case of protons. The central inter
tion is made up of two distinct Gaussians with rangesm1 and
m2 whose values are given below.P̂s and P̂t denote the
spin and isospin exchange operators, respectively, andr rep-
resents the total density.

We use the Gogny D1S@2# interaction, the parameters o
which are given below:

W1521720.30 MeV, W25103.639 MeV,

B151300.00 MeV, B252163.483 MeV,

H1521813.53 MeV, H25162.812 MeV,
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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M151397.60 MeV, M252223.934 MeV, ~2!

m150.7 fm, m251.2 fm,

t051390.6 MeV fm3(11g), x051,

g51/3, WLS5130 MeV fm5.

When pairing correlations are neglected, the HFB appro
reduces to the Hartree-Fock~HF! method which determines
self-consistent approximation of the nuclear mean field. T
corresponding ground state energyEHF includes a contribu-
tion Eshell from shell effects which can be evaluated by a
plying the Strutinsky smearing procedure@7# to the HF
single-particle level distribution. The remaining part ofEHF
can be considered as a macroscopic, liquid-drop-like con
bution Ẽ. Denoting byen the HF proton or neutron single
particle energies, the Strutinsky shell correction energyEshell
is

Eshell5(
n

2en2Ẽ, ~3!

whereẼ is the smoothed energy

Ẽ52E
2`

l

er̄~e!de. ~4!

With the Strutinsky prescription, the smoothed densityr̄ is
given by

r̄~e!5
1

gAp
E

2`

1`

r~e8!e2(e2e8/g)2
f S e2e8

g Dde8, ~5!

wherel is the Fermi energy,f the Strutinsky~sixth order!
curvature correction polynomial, andg the width over which
smoothing of the single-particle level scheme is perform
The reliability of this procedure requires thatEshell displays a
plateau when drawn as a function ofg, separately for protons
and neutrons. A crucial parameter in this respect is the n
ber of single-particle levels taken into account in the eva
ation of the shell correction. This problem will be discuss
in Sec. V.

Subtracting from the Hartree-Fock energy the shell c
rection energies of neutronsEshell

n and of protonsEshell
p , one

gets the following estimate of the macroscopic part of
binding energy:

Emacr5EHF2Eshell
n 2Eshell

p . ~6!

Another correction to the macroscopic part of the bind
energy is the contributionEpair of pairing correlations. This
correction has been calculated for each nucleus by taking
difference between the energyEHFB obtained in a full HFB
calculation with the Gogny force and the energyEHF com-
puted using the simple HF method:

Epair5EHFB2EHF. ~7!
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The obtained rms radii of the neutron, proton, charge, a
mass density distributions are obtained in the microsco
HFB calculations in the usual way. In deformed nuclei, the
different radii contain the effect of the quadrupole and oth
deformations@8#. However, the ratios of proton to neutro
radii are almost deformation independent since the pro
and neutron density distributions are very similarly d
formed.

Starting from the HFB mean square radii^r 2&, equivalent
spherical liquid-drop radiiR can be defined through the ex
pression

R5A5

3
A^r 2&, ~8!

which follows from the formula giving the mean square r
dius of a uniform spherical density distribution of radiusR:

^r 2&5
3

5
R2. ~9!

These equivalent radii have then been fitted to a th
parameter formula, with explicit isospin andA dependencies

R5r 00S 11a
N2Z

A
1

b

ADA1/35r 0~A,I !A1/3, ~10!

similar to the formula used in Ref.@9# in the analysis of the
radii obtained from relativistic mean-field calculations. A
the ratios of the proton and neutron rms radii are alm
deformation independent, they could be well approxima
by the following formula depending only on the numbers
protons and neutrons:

r p

r n
5cS 11a

N2Z

A
1

b

AD . ~11!

This last relation, together with the effect of the non-poin
like charge distribution of the proton evaluated with the a
proximate formula

^r ch
2 &5^r p

2&10.64 fm2, ~12!

can be useful for estimating the neutron radius of a nucl
when its rms charge radiusr ch5A^r ch

2 & is known:

r n5
A^r ch

2 &20.64 fm2

cS 11a
N2Z

A
1

b

AD . ~13!

III. PARAMETERS OF THE CALCULATION

The nuclei studied in the present work are represented
crosses and dots in the (N,Z) plot of Fig. 1. These are the
nuclei close to magic proton and neutron numbers and al
the b-stability line whose ground states are expected to
spherical@10#. They include Ca, Sr, Sn, Sm, Pb, and T
isotopes, theN550, 82, and 126 isotone chains between
proton and neutron drip lines, and a fewb-stable spherical
9-2
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GLOBAL PROPERTIES OF SPHERICAL NUCLEI . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 024309
nuclei betweenA538 andA5218.
In the microscopic HF and HFB calculations, the se

consistent equations have been solved in matrix form by
panding the single-particle or quasiparticle states on fi
bases made of spherical harmonic oscillator~HO! eigenfunc-
tions. These bases depend on two parameters: the numbN0
of major HO shells included in the bases and the oscilla
parameter\v.

In the present study, bases withN0512, 14, 16, or 18
major shells have been taken into account, depending on
nucleus under study, the criterion being thatN0 is large
enough to ensure convergence of the HFB energy (EHFB)
within a few keV. For each nucleus and each value ofN0, the
parameter\v has been chosen as the value\vmin that mini-
mizes the HF energyEHF. The values of\vmin obtained for
Ca, Sn, and Pb isotopes, and for theN5126 isotones are
plotted in Fig. 2 as a function ofA for N0514, a value ofN0

FIG. 1. (N,Z) plot of the spherical nuclei analyzed in th
present work. The circles indicate theb-stable nuclei and the
crosses a few representative isotope and isotone chains.
02430
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large enough for all these nuclei. The error bars indicate
ranges of\v for which the variation ofEHF does not exceed
100 keV. One can see that, with this number of HO she
relatively large changes in\v do not significantly affect
calculated values ofEHF. Consequently, approximate an
lytical interpolation formulas can be used.

A large scale investigation of the values found in spheri
nuclei shows that an interpolation formula such as

\vmin5nS 11k
N2Z

A DA21/3 ~14!

can be adopted for all even-even nuclei, withn andk depend-
ing on the numberN0 of shells included in the bases. In th
present work, all the obtained values of\vmin could be fitted
with the valuesn564.05 MeV andk520.46. An even
more accurate interpolation formula, represented by the s
curve in Fig. 2, has been obtained for the specific set
nuclei for whichN0514 is found to be a sufficiently large
number:

\vmin5~0.0002A220.1A121.1! MeV. ~15!

This formula gives a better agreement to calculated\vmin
for the Ca up to the Pb isotopes and for theN5126 isotones.

IV. SINGLE-PARTICLE LEVELS

In order to better visualize the origin of shell effects in t
nuclei considered in this work, the Hartree-Fock sing
particle energies obtained with the Gogny force are plotted
Figs. 3–5 for neutrons~left hand sides! and protons~right
hand sides!. The three figures correspond toN550, N582,
andN5126 isotones, respectively, and the levels are dra
as functions of the proton numberZ. They are labeled with
the usual radial quantum numbersn, orbital angular momen-
tum l, and total angular momentumj. The numbersNS be-
,
r

FIG. 2. The dependence onA
of the parameter\vmin of the N0

514 HO bases employed in Ca
Sn, and Pb isotopes. The erro
bars indicate ranges of\v for
which the variation of the HF en-
ergy does not exceed 0.1 MeV.
9-3
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FIG. 3. The neutron~left! and
proton ~right! single-particle lev-
els in N550 isotones versus the
proton numberZ.
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tween the levels indicate the number of nucleons neces
to fill all the levels located below.

One can see that, in addition to the magic shells co
sponding toNS520, 28, 50, 82, 126, and 184, well-marke
subshells appear depending on the number of neutronN.
For instance, subshells withNS540 are clearly visible in the
neutron and proton level schemes of theN550 andN582
isotones, andNS564 also appears as a subshell in theN
5126 isotones.

In Figs. 6–11 the neutron~left hand sides! and proton
~right hand sides! single-particle levels of the Ca, Sr, Sn, Sm
Pb and Th isotopes are plotted as functions of the neu
numberN. Subshells corresponding toNS540, 64, or 100
can also be observed in these figures besides the usual m
02430
ry
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n

gic

numbersNS550, 82, 126, and 184. It is interesting to no
that the magnitude of the proton and neutronNS550 shell
gaps steadily decreases from.6 MeV down to.4 MeV
as the proton numberZ increases from 20 to 90. This de
crease does not occur in the case of the other magic num
NS582 andNS5126.

V. MICROSCOPIC AND MACROSCOPIC PARTS OF
BINDING ENERGIES

As explained in Sec. II, the HF single-particle leve
shown in Figs. 3–11 have been used to separate HF bin
energies into two components by means of Strutinsk
method: a macroscopic part behaving smoothly as a func
FIG. 4. The neutron~left! and
proton ~right! single-particle lev-
els in N582 isotones versus the
proton numberZ.
9-4
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FIG. 5. The neutron~left! and
proton ~right! single-particle lev-
els in N5126 isotones versus th
proton numberZ.
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of A and a shell correction reflecting the neutron and pro
shells. The method of Strutinsky is a subtle technique wh
demands a very careful choice of the number of sing
particle states above the Fermi level included in the smo
ing procedure so as to obtain a plateau in the variation
the shell corrections with respect to the smoothing widthg.
In particular, including too many single-particle states w
positive energies strongly affects the determination of
shell effects associated with occupied orbitals. This is so
cause single particle states with positive energies are
tained in the present microscopic approach as a discrete
whose energy spectrum and shell structure can strongly
pend on the choice of basis parameters.
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For this reason, the HF single-particle proton and neut
levels included in the Strutinsky smoothing procedure ha
been chosen in the following way: For lighter nuclei, a cut
in the single-particle energy has been introduced, having
usual valuel12\v0, with l the proton or neutron Ferm
energy and\v0 the average spacing between major she
The number of single-particle levels taken into account
this way is of the order of 30, with maximum energies
MeV for neutrons and 15 MeV for protons above the Fer
level. In heavier nuclei, the number of levels included in t
smoothing procedure was increased to 50, which co
sponds to a cutoff in the single-particle energies of the or
of l14\v0, i.e., 15 MeV for neutrons and 30 MeV fo
u-
FIG. 6. The neutron~left! and
proton ~right! single-particle lev-
els in Ca isotopes versus the ne
tron numberN.
9-5
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FIG. 7. The neutron~left! and
proton ~right! single-particle lev-
els in Sr isotopes versus the ne
tron numberN.
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protons. These numbers have been found to provide a s
factory stabilization of shell corrections in all the nuclei stu
ied in this work.

In order to find a plateau in the variations of the sh
corrections with respect to the widthg appearing in Eq.~5!,
g has been varied, taking as a scale the average shell sp
\v0540A21/3 MeV @11#. In fact Strutinsky calculations
generally obtain a plateau in the shell correction energy
both protons and neutrons forg in the vicinity of the tradi-
tional valueg51.2\v0 @11#. Figures 12 and 13 give ex
amples of the variations withg/(\v0) of the shell correc-
tions obtained in the present work. Similar behaviors
found in all the nuclei displayed in the (N,Z) plot of Fig. 1.
In Fig. 12, the neutron~solid lines! and proton~dashed lines!
02430
tis-
-

l

ing

f

e

shell corrections of twelveN582 isotones ranging from Nd
to Pb are plotted as functions ofg/(\v0). In Fig. 13, the
different curves represent the shell corrections for neutr
~top! and protons~bottom! calculated inN582 ~left! andN
5126 ~right! isotones. One can see that, except for a f
cases, as in the proton shell corrections in196Yb and 198Dy,
reasonable plateaus are always found around the valug
51.2\v0. The results shown in the next figures are tho
obtained with the latter value of the averaging widthg.

In the upper part of Fig. 14 the neutron and prot
~dashed lines!, and total ~solid lines! shell corrections are
drawn as functions ofA for the Ca up to Th isotopes~left!,
N550, 82 and 126 isotones~center! and b-stable nuclei
~right! included in this study. The lower part of this figur
u-
FIG. 8. The neutron~left! and
proton ~right! single-particle lev-
els in Sn isotopes versus the ne
tron numberN.
9-6
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FIG. 9. The neutron~left! and
proton ~right! single-particle lev-
els in Sm isotopes versus the ne
tron numberN.
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displays the corresponding pairing corrections calcula
from Eq. ~7! . One observes that the variations of the sh
corrections nicely reproduce the expected pattern, w
minima located at magic proton and neutron numbers. N
tron shell corrections are seen to be almost independen
the nucleus neutron numberN, as they should, and proto
shell corrections are found practically independent ofZ.

The macroscopic energies~6! obtained by subtracting th
proton and neutron shell corrections from the Hartree-F
energiesEHF for all the nuclei displayed in Fig. 1 are repre
sented by lines in the three upper plots of Fig. 15. A fit
these macroscopic energies using a liquid-drop formula
the form proposed by Myers and S´wia̧tecki @5# yields the
following expression:
02430
d
ll
h
u-
of

k

f
f

ELD5F15.65~121.92I 2!A218.92~122.1I 2!A2/3

20.73
Z2

A1/3
11.99

Z2

A G MeV, ~16!

with I 5(N2Z)/A. The numerical parameters in this formu
are in good agreement with those of Myers and S´wia̧tecki
~MS! @5#, except for the coefficient in the last term: 1.9
instead of 1.21. This term represents the correction to
Coulomb energy of a charge liquid drop that accounts for
diffuseness of the proton density distribution. The correct
appears to be larger in the case of formula~16!—the differ-
u-
FIG. 10. The neutron~left! and
proton ~right! single-particle lev-
els in Pb isotopes versus the ne
tron numberN.
9-7
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FIG. 11. The neutron~left! and
proton ~right! single-particle lev-
els in Th isotopes versus the neu
tron numberN.
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ence with the equivalent MS term reaches.30 MeV in
252Fm—which compensates for the fact that the Coulo
energy derived from the self-consistent results is larger t
the MS one. Let us also note that the asymmetry coefficie
in the volume and surface terms of Eq.~16!—the coefficients
of I 2—are not equal, contrary to what is assumed in the
formula. On the other hand, the parameters appearing in
~16! are closer to those of the most recent best empirical
where the whole set of presently known nuclear masses
fission barriers is used, than to those of the various formu
derived from liquid-drop models@12#.

The fitted macroscopic energy~16! and the calculated val
ues Emacr are completely superimposed in the three up
plots of Fig. 15. In order to better appreciate the quality
the fit given by Eq.~16!, the differencesEmacr2ELD are dis-
played in the lower part of the figure, using an enlarg
02430
b
n
ts

S
q.
s,
nd
s

r
f

d

energy scale. One observes that these differences do no
ceed 3 MeV, which represents less than 0.5% of the totalEHF
energy.

VI. RADII

In order to derive systematics for the radii of all the nuc
displayed in Fig. 1, Eq.~8! has been used to extract from th
different—neutron, proton, mass, and charge—Hartree-Fo
Bogoliubov rms radii, corresponding to isospin-depend
radius constantsr 0

n , r 0
p , r 0

tot , andr 0
ch. Namely, each kind of

microscopic rms radius is multiplied byA5/3A21/3. A fit of
the obtained values with formula~10! yielded the following
parametrizations:

r 0
n51.17~110.12I 13.29/A! fm, ~17!
d

FIG. 12. Proton~dashed lines! and neutron

~solid lines! shell corrections of the Nd up to P
N582 isotones as functions ofg/(\v0) with
\v0540A21/3 MeV.
9-8
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FIG. 13. Shell corrections for
neutrons~upper row! and protons
~lower row! of N582 ~left! and
N5126 ~right! isotones versus
g/(\v0) with \v0

540A21/3 MeV.
q

a
ei
o
,
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e-
de-

s-

zed
the
r 0
p51.21~120.14I 11.83/A! fm, ~18!

r 0
tot51.19~110.03I 12.70/A! fm, ~19!

r 0
ch51.22~120.15I 12.32/A! fm. ~20!

It is interesting to observe that the leading coefficient in E
~19! is almost equal to the usual valuer 051.2 fm, although
the I andA dependencies included in the next terms may le
to significant deviations in the case of light or exotic nucl

The above parametrizations appear very close to th
derived in Ref.@3# by taking into account the Ca, Sr, Sn, Sm
and Pb isotopes only, and to those obtained in the analys
the rms radii calculated in the framework of the relativis
mean-field theory for a set of nuclei similar to the one env
aged here@9#.

Using formula~11!, the ratios of proton to neutron rad
could be fitted with the parametrization
02430
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r p

r n
51.04~120.27I 21.12/A!. ~21!

This parametrization again appears very close to those
rived in the studies of Refs.@3,4,9# mentioned above.

Let us point out that the parametrization given by formu
~21!, which has been established for the spherical nu
shown in Fig. 1, has been found later on to reproduce
ratios of the HFB proton to neutron radii of all nuclei b
tween the proton and neutron drip lines, spherical or
formed, in the range 20,A,318. This latter result follows
from large scale HFB calculations with axial symmetry pre
ently under way with the Gogny force.

The results obtained in the present work are summari
in Figs. 16 and 17. The upper part of Fig. 16 displays
mass HFB radii~solid lines! at constantZ ~left!, constantN
~center!, and forb-stable~right! nuclei, together with the fits
-

s

FIG. 14. The upper row shows
the total~solid lines!, and neutron
and proton ~dashed lines! shell
corrections of Ca up to Th iso
topes ~left!, N550, N582, and
N5126 isotones ~center!, and
b-stable nuclei~right! versus the
mass numberA. The lower row
displays the pairing correction
calculated as the differencesEpair

5EHFB2EHF for the same nuclei.
9-9
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FIG. 15. The fitted liquid-drop
energy ELD given by Eq. ~16!
~solid lines! for constantZ ~left!,
constantN ~center!, and b-stable
~right! nuclei versus their mass
number A. The differencesEmacr

2ELD are shown in the three
lower plots for the same nuclei.

FIG. 16. Upper row: total HFB
rms radii ~solid lines!, and their
fits with formula ~19! ~dashed
lines! in constantZ ~left!, constant
N ~center!, and b-stable ~right!
nuclei. Lower row: HFB charge
radii ~dashed lines! compared with
experimental data ~Ref. @13#!
~crosses! and with the fit given by
formula ~20!.

FIG. 17. Neutron~upper row,
solid lines! and proton~lower row,
dashed lines! HFB rms radii of
constantZ ~left!, constantN ~cen-
ter!, and b-stable ~left! nuclei
compared with experimental dat
~Refs. @13,14#! ~crosses! and with
formulas ~17! and ~18! ~dashed
lines!.
024309-10
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given by Eq.~19!. The lower part of the figure shows in
similar way the results obtained for charged radii. The fits
given by Eq.~20!, and experimental data, taken from Re
@13#, have been indicated by crosses. Calculated charge
appear in good agreement with experimental ones, exce
a few cases. One must stress in this respect that the ch
radii obtained in the HFB approach do not include the infl
ence of the long range correlations associated with collec
oscillations of the mean field, such as random-phase appr
mation ground state correlations or shape coexistence ef
occurring in soft nuclei. As is well known, these correlatio
beyond the mean field may lead to a significant increase
HFB rms radii.

Figure 17 is the equivalent of Fig. 16 for neutron~upper
part! and proton~lower part! radii. Experimental data on pro
ton radii ~crosses! have been taken from Refs.@13,14# and
the fits are given by formulas~17! and ~18!.

Finally, as already pointed out in Sec. II, the ratiosr p /r n
are deformation-independent quantities that can be use
calculate the neutron radii of nuclei whose charged radii
known @see Eq.~13!#. From formula~21!, one gets the fol-
lowing expression for neutron radii as functions ofA, I
5(N2Z)/A and ^r ch

2 &, the mean square charge radius:

r n5
A^r ch

2 &20.64

1.04~120.27I 21.12/A!
fm. ~22!

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the results of self-consistent HFB calcu
tions performed with the Gogny effective interaction for se
eral isotopic and isotonic chains of spherical nuclei ha
been analyzed and compared with those given by phen
enological expressions and by the relativistic mean field
proach. The more important conclusions that can be dra
from this analysis are the following:

~1! The average binding energy of nuclei calculated
applying the Strutinsky smoothing procedure to the sing
particle level scheme obtained from the HFB self-consist
mean field, Eq.~16!, is in excellent agreement with th
liquid-drop formula of Myers and S´wia̧tecki ~MS! @5#. The
main difference occurs in the term correcting the charg
liquid-drop Coulomb energy for the diffuseness of the pro
density. Also, the asymmetry coefficients in the volume a
m

/

nd
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surface terms are found to be unequal, contrary to the
formula, and the reduced radius parameterr 0 is slightly
smaller (r 051.19 fm instead ofr 051.205 fm). When all
contributions are added, the differences between Eq.~16! and
the MS formula compensate, yielding nuclear binding en
gies in agreement within 3 MeV.

~2! The rms of the neutron and charge distributions ag
in a quite satisfactory way with experimental data. From
set of nuclei studied in this work, systematics of the neutr
proton, charge, and mass rms radii are obtained for sphe
nuclei in the form of parametrizations depending on the m
number A and asymmetryI 5(N2Z)/A @see Eqs.~17!–
~20!#. These parametrizations are of the same form as th
first proposed in Ref.@8#. The values of the parameters foun
in the present work are consistent with those derived fr
experimental data@8# and from the microscopic calculation
performed in the framework of the relativistic mean-field a
proach@6#.

~3! Systematics of the ratior p /r n of the proton rms to
neutron rms radii are of special interest because they are
a very good approximation, independent of the nuclear
formation and, in addition, they can be used to determine
value of the neutron radius of any nucleus, either spherica
deformed, when its charge radius is known@see Eq.~13!#.
The parametrization ofr p /r n obtained from the set of nucle
considered in the present study@Eq. ~21!# appears in excel-
lent agreement with previous ones based either on exp
mental data@8# or on the relativistic mean-field approach@6#.
This parametrization can therefore be considered as ro
enough to be used for predictions concerning nuclei
which experimental data are not yet available, such as nu
close to the neutron drip line or superheavy elements.
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